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The Gunflint Trail and the surrounding area is a fantastic and beautiful place. The abundance of
lakes, swamps, bogs and cliffs offers almost endless exploration. The Gunflint Trail starts in
Grand Marais and continues for 55 miles to the Trails End Campground at Gull Lake and Sea
Gull Lake.
The climbing areas in this guide are organized from east to west with the first areas being the
closest to Grand Marais.
Leave No Trace Ethic
Northern Minnesota has traditionally been a chalk free area. Please respect this ethic. Chalk
free climbing is alive and well on the Gunflint trail and in the BWCAW. Also, make sure not to
leave behind any gear whether it is bolts, webbing or fixed gear.
Food
The closest grocery stores are in Grand Marais where there are three, including a Co-op.
There are several restaurants on the Gunflint Trail as well as in Grand Marais. If you're looking
for a superb meal, check out the Crooked Spoon in Grand Marais.
Lodging
There are many privately owned lodges in the area as well as 3 Forest Service cabins at the
Bearskin Campground that cost $68 a piece and sleep 7 people.
Camping
There are several Forest Service campgrounds along the Gunflint Trail as well as walk in
campsites and dispersed camping. The campgrounds offer camping, water and latrines. In 2016
the campgrounds were $16-$18 for a campsite.
Gunflint Trail Forest Service campgrounds
East Bearskin Lake Campground
Flower Lake Campground
Iron Lake Camp Ground
Trail's End Campground
Lake Gogebic
WI3- 20 ft
The Lake Gogebic Cliff offers a short WI3- ice climb on the North end of the cliff at the northwest
corner of the lake. The approach might be 1.5 to 2 hours from the Clearwater Lake boat launch.

Arrow Lake Cliffs
WI4 M4
This route is a mixed climb located just over the border in Canada. It requires both trad gear
and ice screws. Getting to the cliff from the Minnesota side requires skiing through the BWCAW.
To access the climb from the Minnesota side, park at the Bearskin Lake entrance. It is
approximately a 4.6 mile ski. From here, ski the portage into Duncan lake and then take the
Stairway Portage to Rose Lake. Ski north east across Rose Lake to the connection of Rose
Lake and Arrow Lake. Find the portage on the west side. Once on Arrow Lake head east
towards the cliffs. The climb is near the south end of the cliff where it starts petering out.
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area in Minnesota. The view of the lakes and rolling hills is as good as it comes.

Gunflint High Cliff. Project 5.11 is the marked route on the right and Project 5.10 is on the left.

From the top of the cliff, if you look to the Northwest (310 degrees), you will be able to see the
magnetic rock off in the distance.
Directions: From the junction of Hwy 61 and the Gunflint Trail in Grand Marais, drive 42.2 miles
up the Gunflint Trail until there is a road on the right leading to the Loon Lake Boat Launch and
parking lot. Drive a couple minutes down the road to the first and obvious parking lot. The road
will continue a few hundred feet to the boat launch. Take note of the ski trail on the left that you
will pass by.

Approach: From the Loon Lake parking lot, walk back up the road a few hundred feet until there
is a wide xcountry ski trail on the right. The trail may be marked by flagging. Walk up the ski trail
past a trail juncture continuing up the hill on the South Rim Trail. On top of the hill, continue past
the turn around on the single track trail for a few minutes to the top of the cliff.

To access the bottom of the cliff, take the Border Route Trail to the South and then to the talus
field below the cliff.
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Lichen It! 5.7 50 feet
?48.07700, - 90.74692? Rock 2
This is one of the shorter climbs at the cliff since it is on the southern end where the cliff peters
out. It is a decent moderate lead with intermittent gear. This is the most climbed route at the
crag, and is likely one of the cleanest routes.

A photo of Lichen It from the bottom.

Project 5.11
This is the obvious clean crack that starts from behind a tall thin pine tree and diagonals up to
the right. The crack starts out in a difficult chimney and rarely gives you a nice jam. There is an
owl perch halfway up the climb with a white streak of shit below it. The top of the route is located
about 30 feet south from the highest point of the cliff line
Project 5.10 27m
48.07777, -90.74659
This is also an obvious climb from the bottom. It follows a finger crack up through a difficult
section to a godsend hand jam. There are several places mid route to stem. The last ten feet
sort of end in a chimney. This route is the second most popular route at the crag and is likely
one of the cleanest.

Kendra Stritch near the top of Project 5.10

Barrel of the Gun 5.10+
48.07804, -90.74632
This climb is the obvious chimney splitting the slabby lichen covered face on the north side of
the cliff. Contrary to first impressions this climb is quite lichen free and clean. The climb
consists of a few Offwidth moves near the bottom, and several lay backing and chimneying
moves once in the chimney. Wide gear such as a #6 or #9 is recommended as well as a
complete rack including .5 and .75 sizes. A #12 could be used but is not mandatory.
Carter Stritch inside the Barrel of the
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Overhang Project 5.10+
?48.07813, -90.74595?
Rock1 Check
This climb starts up some
blocks and then follows a
diagonaling crack to the
right and through a small
roof with few feet. After
the roof the difficulty eases
off. The climb is located
on the west facing wall

perpendicular to the Slab Wall which contains Barrel of the Gun.
Magnetic Rock
48.099225, -90.800685.
From the Magnetic Rock trailhead, take the Border Route Trail for 1.4 miles until you see the
giant obelisk or your compass starts acting strange. The hike to the rock is a beautifully scenic
trail that meanders it's way past wetlands and through a recovering forest after recent fires and
blowdowns.

The west and South faces of Magnetic Rock

West Face 5.10a 30 ft
On the West face of Magnetic rock is a vertical tight hands crack that starts half way up. Climb
the good edges to the base of the crack where it starts as thin fingers. Descend via a
counterbalance rappel, needles style.
Seagull Lake
Seagull Palisades
48.141636, -90.921594
Seagull Palisades is one of the more popular cliffs in the area and is often frequented by camps.
It is approximately a 3 mile paddle to the cliffs. These cliffs are located in the BWCAW. Routes
are listed from right to left.
Your Lichen It 5.8+

Natural Escalation 5.8+
Dream On 5.10a/b
Snake Hole 5.7
Crack Me Up 5.7
A trad climbing variation of Snake Hole that breaks off to the left a third of the way up.
Sloppy Seconds Wall
A slabby wall to the left of the main climbing area.

